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Preface
Dear reader,
The power sector is playing a leading role in the
decarbonisation of Europe, so it is critical to track the
progress of the electricity transition as accurately
and timely as possible.
For the fifth year in a row, Ember and Agora
Energiewende have joined forces to provide a
current snapshot on the European electricity
sector transition. Key topics addressed in this
report include renewables growth, conventional
power generation, electricity consumption and CO₂
emissions.

This data is available for download in order to enable
others to perform up-to-date analysis.
We hope you enjoy reading this report!

Yours sincerely,
Patrick Graichen
Executive Director of Agora Energiewende
Dave Jones
Electricity Analyst, Ember

We provide our best assessment of 2020 electricity
consumption, generation and emissions intensities
by country.
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Landmark moment as EU renewables
overtake fossil fuels
Climate neutrality by 2050 means
renewables growth will further
accelerate
Renewables overtook fossil fuels to become the EU’s
main source of electricity for the first time in 2020.
This report compiles and analyses the full-year
2020 electricity generation of every EU country,
tracking Europe’s electricity transition. This is the
fifth year in a row that Ember (formally as Sandbag)
has done this analysis in conjunction with Agora
Energiewende.
Renewables rose to generate 38% of Europe’s
electricity in 2020 (compared to 34.6% in 2019), for
the first time overtaking fossil-fired generation,
which fell to 37%.
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This is an important milestone in Europe’s clean
energy transition. At a country level, Germany and
Spain (and separately the UK) also achieved this
milestone for the first time. The transition from coal
to clean is, however, still too slow for reaching 55%
greenhouse gas reductions by 2030 and climate
neutrality by 2050.
While Covid-19 had an impact in all countries,
its impact on the overall trend from fossil fuels to
renewables was quite limited. The rise in renewables
was reassuringly robust despite the pandemic, and
the fall in fossil-fired electricity could have been
even more dramatic, had it not been for such a
bounce-back in electricity demand and the worst
year on record for nuclear generation.
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Renewables rise

Fossils fall

Wind and solar are powering Europe’s renewables
rise. Wind generation rose 9% in 2020 and solar
generation rose 15%. Together they generated a
fifth of Europe’s electricity in 2020. Since 2015,
wind and solar have supplied all of Europe’s growth
in renewables, as bioenergy growth has stalled, and
hydro generation remains unchanged.

Coal generation fell 20% in 2020, and has halved
since 2015. Coal generation fell in almost every
country, continuing coal’s collapse that was well
in place before Covid-19. Half of the drop in 2020
was due to a decrease in electricity demand, which
fell by 4% due to the impact of Covid-19; and half
was from additional wind and solar. As electricity
demand bounces back in 2021, wind and solar will
need to rise at a faster rate if the recent falls in coal
are to be sustained.

Renewables rise is still too slow - wind and solar
generation growth must nearly triple to reach
Europe’s 2030 green deal targets: from 38 TWh per
year average growth in 2010-2020 to 100 TWh
per year average growth between 2020-2030. It
is encouraging that wind and solar increased by 51
terawatt-hours in 2020, well above the 2010-2020
average, despite facing some impact from Covid19. The IEA forecast record wind and solar capacity
growth in 2021. Still, EU countries need to step
up their 2030 commitments considerably. At the
moment, national energy and climate plans only
add up to about 72 TWh new wind and solar per
year, not the 100 TWh/year that are needed.

Gas generation fell only 4% in 2020, despite the
pandemic. Most of the fall in fossil was on coal
rather than gas in 2020, because a robust carbon
price meant gas generation was the cheapest form
of fossil generation, even undercutting lignite for
the first time in some months. Nuclear generation
fell by 10% in 2020 - probably the largest fall ever
- and that also kept gas (and to a lesser-extent coal)
generation from falling further.
This means Europe’s electricity in 2020 was 29%
cleaner than in 2015. Carbon intensity has fallen
from 317 grams of CO2 per kilowatt-hour in 2015
to 226 grams in 2020. Although coal generation has
almost halved in that time, 43% of the coal decline
has been offset by increased gas generation,
slowing the reduction in carbon intensity.
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Rising Renewables

Renewables are now the EU’s largest
source of electricity
Wind and solar have powered Europe’s renewables
rise. Wind and solar generated a fifth of Europe’s
electricity in 2020. Wind supplied 14% of Europe’s
electricity, up from 9% in 2015, and solar supplied
5%, up from 3% in 2015. Bioenergy* growth slowed
throughout the last decade and has stalled since
2018. New hydro capacity is near-zero, the changes
in hydro generation are driven only by precipitation
changes.

In France wind and solar alone overtook fossils for
the first time ever, marking the next green milestone,
which is already met by Denmark and Sweden.
The biggest increases were in the The Netherlands
(40%), Sweden (36%) and Belgium (28%). Many of
the smaller countries not on the graphic continued
to see near-zero growth in wind and solar: Austria,
Portugal, Czech Republic, Italy, Romania and
Slovakia.

Wind and solar generation grew by 10% in the
EU-27 in 2020. Netherlands saw the largest rise
in wind and solar generation, as it catches up after
years of slow deployment, bringing its wind and solar
in line with the European average (19% of electricity
production compared to 20% for the EU-27).
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Leaders in wind and solar show what is possible if
there is sustained political will, while some countries
continue to lag behind despite excellent solar and
wind conditions. Denmark generated 62% of its
electricity from wind and solar in 2020, which was
almost twice the next country of Ireland. Germany
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was third, and then Spain overtook Portugal into
fourth place. Seven countries - some with excellent
conditions for solar and wind - have barely seen any
growth since 2015 - Portugal, Romania, Austria, Italy,
Czechia, Slovakia and Bulgaria.
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Wind and solar generation growth must nearly triple
to reach Europe’s 2030 green deal targets. Wind and
solar increased by 51 terawatt-hours in 2020, and
whilst it wasn’t a record, it was well-above the 38
TWh/year average last decade. But annual additions
will need to nearly triple to around 100 TWh/year
to reach Europe’s 2030 target of 55% cuts to GHG

emissions. That means well over 100 TWh added
annually by 2030, as growth picks up through the
decade. Currently national energy and climate plans
add up to only about 72 TWh/year, according to
Ember’s Vision or Division? report, so countries still
need to step up their 2030 national commitments.

Wind and solar installations were surprisingly
robust in 2020 despite Covid-19, and 2021 might
see record new wind and solar installations. The
IEA estimates there will be 18% less wind capacity
installed in the European Union in 2020 than in
2019, but that it will sharply increase in 2021 due to
new growth in France, Poland and Denmark. Europe’s

solar picture is brighter still: the IEA estimates that
solar installed in the European Union will increase by
16% in 2020 compared to 2019 due mostly to utilityscale deployment from auctions in Germany, France
and Poland, and then dramatically increase from
2021 as many countries begin to step up deployment.
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Europe’s electricity demand was down 4% in 2020;
although it was down 13% in April at the height of
the lockdown, it then recovered to pre-Covid levels
by the start of winter. The deepest reductions in
April were in Italy (-21%), France (-19%) then Spain
(-17%). However, all three countries recorded higher
year-on-year demand in December, indicating a
bounceback to normal demand levels from 2021.
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Against this backdrop of dramatic demand shifts,
it’s not clear whether underlying electricity demand
increased as electrification steps up with more
electric cars, heat pumps and electrolysers in 2020.
What is clear is that this will be a driver in the
future, further underscoring the need for more rapid
deployment of new wind and solar.
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Note
For the purposes of this report, renewables are
classified in line with the IPCC (i.e. including
bioenergy). However, there is considerable concern
that certain uses of bioenergy (in particular the use of
forest biomass to replace coal in power stations) will
not deliver the same climate benefits as compared to
fossil fuels over climate-relevant timescales as other
forms of renewable energy generation (such as wind
and solar). For more information please see Ember’s
reports: The Burning Issue (June 2020) and Playing
with Fire (December 2019).
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Falling Fossils

Coal fell by 20%, but gas barely fell
despite Covid-19
Coal generation fell 20% in 2020, and is now half
that of 2015. Coal generation - hard coal and lignite
- fell to 365 terawatt-hours in 2020, a fall of 48%
since 2015. That is a remarkable achievement and is
equivalent to around 320 million tonnes less CO2 per
year, which is about 7% of Europe’s GHG emissions in
2020. Lignite generation fell 18% in 2020, its biggest
fall since at least 2000; but once again this was less
of a fall than hard coal generation, which is now
substantially below lignite generation. Coal supplied
just 13% of Europe’s electricity in 2020. Coal would
need to fall to near-zero by 2030 to reach the EU’s
55% GHG emissions target, according to the European
Commission’s impact assessment.
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Europe saw coal fall in almost every country.
Netherlands, Greece and Spain continue to power
towards phasing out coal completely, helped by good
growth in wind and solar. Germany - Europe’s largest
coal generator - saw its coal generation fall by 22%
in 2020, slightly faster than Europe’s average of 20%.
Germany even fell so much that from February to July
its monthly coal generation was below that of Poland,
briefly making Poland Europe’s #1 coal generator for
the first time ever, as Poland’s falls in coal lag behind
the rest of Europe.
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Only half of coal’s fall was due to new wind and solar.
Since 2015, although coal generation halved, (-340
TWh), only half of that was replaced by wind and
solar (176 TWh). Increasing gas generation, and the

fall in electricity demand due to Covid-19, also sped
up coal’s fall. In 2020 itself, coal generation fell by 90
TWh, compared to a 51 TWh rise in wind and solar.
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Nuclear generation fell a record 10% in 2020,
as French and Belgian problems combined with
permanent closures in Sweden and Germany. This
was the biggest fall since at least 1990, and possibly
ever; it’s even bigger than 2011 when Germany closed
nuclear plants following Fukushima. France’s nuclear
generation fell by 44TWh (11%) as EDF suffered big
outages. Sweden fell by 17TWh in part because of the
closure of Ringhals 1 in December 2019. Germany
fell by 11TWh due the closure of Phillipsburg in
December 2019. Belgium fell by 9TWh (20%) as
problems persisted with its nuclear fleet.

Gas generation only fell 4% in 2020, despite the
electricity demand drop from the pandemic. Most
of the fall in fossil fuels was on coal rather than gas
in 2020, because a robust carbon price and low gas
prices meant gas generation was the cheapest form
of fossil generation, even undercutting lignite for the
first time in some months.

Nuclear generation will continue to fall as countries
step up to phase-out nuclear: 2022 for Germany,
2025 for Belgium, 2030 for Spain, and a reduction
in France by 2035 to half of its electricity mix. This
illustrates once more the immediate need to increase
the speed of adding wind and solar capacities.

So although wind and solar is replacing coal, no
country has yet seen wind and solar starting to
significantly replace gas generation. And indeed
Greece and the Netherlands have still seen rising gas
generation.
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Fossil gas still supplied 20% of Europe’s electricity
in 2020, and although gas fell in 2020, it is still 14%
higher than in 2015. Greece, the Netherlands and
Poland saw gas generation rise in 2020.
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Beside Poland, the countries with the largest share
of fossil generation were Netherlands, Greece,
Ireland and Italy. Although coal is being phased
out in Netherlands, Greece, Ireland and Italy, their
continued reliance on gas generation means they
are still a very long way from fossil-free electricity.

Poland and the Czech Republic are the only two
countries with more than four times the amount of
fossil generation as renewables generation. Austria
has the highest renewables share, but even there still
has a lot of gas to phase out.
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Coal’s fall means Europe’s electricity is 29% cleaner
than in 2015. Carbon intensity has fallen from 317
grams of CO2 per kilowatt-hour in 2015 to 226 grams
in 2020, falling by 10% in 2020 alone. Although
coal generation has almost halved in that time, 43%
of the coal decline has been offset by increased
gas generation, slowing the reduction in carbon
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intensity. Although Germany is leading the way on
renewables, its electricity still remains much dirtier
than the EU average due to a relatively high share
of coal. For the first time, Poland’s electricity is now
the dirtiest in Europe, overtaking Estonia’s carbon
intensity as Estonia reduced its carbon-intensive oil
shale generation.
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Data methodology

The data in this report is curated by Ember. The
full dataset is available from this excel file. Please
address any data queries to euan@ember-climate.
org.
For 2000 to 2018, the data is from EUROSTAT (nrg_
bal_peh). 2019 and 2020 data is our ‘best view’ of
what the Eurostat data will be when it is published.
We do this by estimating the year-on-year changes
for each year, and adding them onto the 2018
Eurostat figures. To estimate these changes we rely
mainly on Ember’s monthly curated data for Europe
from ENTSO-E data, and cross-check these changes
against any available monthly data from Eurostat,
and data from national TSOs.

For Germany we use AG-Energiebilanzen for all
years. Note: all data used is “gross” not “net”.
As always, Entso-E data is far from perfect, so the
process of estimating yearly changes is an art of
piecing together multiple data sources. Notable
issues with Entso-E are the classification of fossil
generation in NL and IT, and poor coverage of small
gas and bioenergy plants across most countries.
Here are the changes seen applied to 2020 from
2019:
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Agora Energiewende develops evidence-based
and politically viable strategies for ensuring
the success of the clean energy transition in
Germany, Europe and the rest of the world.
As a think tank and policy laboratory we aim
to share knowledge with stakeholders in the
worlds of politics, business and academia while
enabling a productive exchange of ideas. Our
scientifically rigorous research highlights practical policy solutions while eschewing an ideological agenda. As a non-profit foundation
primarily financed through philanthropic donations, we are not beholden to narrow corporate
or political interests, but rather to our commitment to confronting climate change.

Ember is an independent climate think-tank focused on accelerating the global transition from
coal to clean energy. We use data to support
high impact, politically viable policies that accelerate the coal phase-out, and empower campaign organisations to do the same.

Agora Energiewende
Anna-Louisa-Karsch-Straße 2 | 10178 Berlin
P +49 (0)30 700 14 35-000
F +49 (0)30 700 14 35-129
www.agora-energiewende.de
info@agora-energiewende.de
Agora Energiewende is a joint initiative of the Mercator Foundation and the European Climate Foundation.

